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1 Introduction

How do economic incentives govern the di�usion of private information and resource allocation

in �nancial markets? Attempts to microfound this relationship are centered on the incentives to

produce and share information in social networks (Herskovic and Ramos, 2020; Leister, Zenou,

and Zhou, 2021; Kranton and McAdams, 2022), such as those of interconnected banks. However,

empirical evidence is limited to the economic consequences of social connections and the extent

to which they facilitate social learning and the transmission of private information (Bailey, Cao,

Kuchler, Stroebel, and Wong, 2018; Bailey, Gupta, Hillenbrand, Kuchler, Richmond, and Stroebel,

2021). While banks’ key economic role is typically seen in collecting, processing, and producing

private information relevant for �nancial decisions (Boot, 2000; Morrison and Wilhelm, 2007), lit-

tle is known about banks’ incentives to disseminate private information within their relationship

networks and how this a�ects market outcomes.

This paper studies under what circumstances and how incentives matter for the transmission

of private information between banks. In particular, we use syndicated-loan networks of banks in

conjunction with administrative security-transaction data to infer information �ows around the

announcement of corporate mergers and acquisitions (M&A). We consider the possibility that

banks serving as advisors in the market for corporate control may strategically share private

information regarding imminent takeovers with other banks. We show that such information

transmission exists and bene�ts the members of syndication networks: banks connected to ad-

visors of takeover targets through frequent joint syndicated lending purchase the target �rms’

shares at lower prices prior to takeover announcements and subsequently reap trading gains.

Our empirical strategy is based on the idea that banks establish relationships when syndi-

cating loans together. These relationships allow banks to share private information that some

of them obtain when simultaneously acting as advisors to target and acquirer �rms in M&A

transactions. The M&A context helps to identify the source of private information. Further-

more, we can keep constant private information while exploiting the fact that incentives for

transmitting information about imminent transactions vary across traded stocks. This is because
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announcement returns are positive primarily for target, rather than acquirer, stocks. If traders—

e.g., other banks—act on this information and buy target stocks prior to takeover announcements,

the takeover price increases, which implies that the target shareholders receive a larger share of

the surplus. This would, however, not be in the interest of the acquirer shareholders. In contrast,

the incentives of privately informed traders and target shareholders are aligned. Therefore, if ad-

visors act in the interest of their clients, only target, but not acquirer, advisors have an incentive

to share private information about imminent takeovers.

To measure the strength of banks’ ties to target and acquirer advisors, we use the fraction of

jointly issued syndicated loans. In doing so, we can contrast the relative importance of trading

banks for advisors and vice versa. Consistent with the idea that advisors share information with

connected banks as part of an exchange of favors, we �nd that banks that are more important

for the target advisor’s syndicated-loan business are more likely to trade on private information

about imminent takeovers.

Using administrative data at the bank-security-date level from Germany, we can estimate the

e�ect of banks’ connectedness to target and acquirer advisors on their trades around international

takeover announcements. The granularity of our data, and the fact that we exploit takeover-

speci�c variation across banks, allows us to control for time-varying unobserved heterogeneity

at the security and the (trading) bank level. Banks that are closely connected to the target advisor

purchase more shares of the target, but not of the acquirer, in the 30 days prior to the takeover

announcement and, thus, at a lower price. In contrast, we �nd no such e�ects when considering

the trading bank’s degree of connectedness to the acquirer advisor. These e�ects are stronger

when the potential trading gains are larger, i.e., for cash, as opposed to stock, transactions.

When banks that are more connected to target advisors purchase target shares ahead of

takeover announcements, they do not merely emulate advisors’ trading behavior, as we do not

�nd advisors to act on their private information and purchase target shares themselves (consistent

with Gri�n, Shu, and Topaloglu, 2012). This suggests that target advisors indeed share private

information about imminent takeovers. At the deal level, we then show that they bene�t from
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sharing such information to connected traders as it helps drive up the pre-announcement stock

price of the target and, as such, the �nal price paid. This does not come at the cost of lower deal

success probabilities, which would diminish the expected revenues accruing to the target advisor.

Our evidence therefore suggests that target advisors have an incentive to share this private

information, and they do so with connected banks that actively trade shares of non-�nancial

corporations. By a�ecting the premium paid, this has real implications for the division of surplus

in M&A transactions, without any repercussions for the reputation of the target advisor who, on

the contrary, successfully represents the target shareholders’ interests.

Our empirical laboratory resembles the theoretical setup in Antić and Persico (2017, 2020)

and Voss and Kulms (2022), based on the seminal model of strategic information transmission by

Crawford and Sobel (1982) and built around an endogenous con�ict of interest between share-

holders and management that governs the extent of information transmission. Our setting is

closer to Voss and Kulms (2022) in that the con�ict of interest is determined by the price o�er of

an external bidder, i.e., the acquirer, or by the target’s stock price, which is a�ected by trades in

the target stock. We vary the degree of the con�ict of interest between the advisors and trading

banks by exploiting the fact that connected banks’ trading motives are aligned only with the in-

centives of the target, but not of the acquirer, shareholders. Our evidence is consistent with the

idea that strategic communication can foster e�cient trade in the market for corporate control.
1

To capture information �ows, we make use of syndicated-loan networks among banks. Syndi-

cate members receive borrower-related private information from the lead arranger that can be—

and appears to be—exploited in the trading of borrower stocks (Bushman, Smith, and Wittenberg-

Moerman, 2010; Ivashina and Sun, 2011; Addoum and Mur�n, 2020). In line with the idea that

there is information transmission within banks, Acharya and Johnson (2007) and Haselmann,

Leuz, and Schreiber (2023) show that banks use their private information on borrower �rms,

respectively, in the credit-derivatives market and in their securities trading around major cor-

1
Electronic communications such as one-to-one or multilateral chatrooms had been used in the past to dis-

seminate sensitive information, see https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_2568 and https:

//www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-provisionally-�nds-5-banks-broke-competition-law-on-uk-bonds.
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porate events, including mergers and acquisitions. In terms of the latter, there is evidence that

traders that are a�liated with the target’s (Mooney, 2022) or the acquirer’s (Bodnaruk, Massa,

and Simonov, 2009) investment-bank advisor belonging to the same �nancial conglomerate try

to bene�t from holding the target’s stock prior to M&A announcements. In contrast, Gri�n, Shu,

and Topaloglu (2012) �nd no evidence that clients of target or acquirer advisors buy shares prior

to takeover announcements through the respective advisor banks’ brokerage arms.

Rather than studying the information transmission within banks, our paper identi�es infor-

mation transmission between banks and highlights a potentially important side e�ect of the ever-

increasing interconnectedness of the �nancial sector. As such, it is related to, and potentially

interacts with, the notion of banks as information transmitters between competing �rms (Asker

and Ljungqvist, 2010), besides the possibility of using common connections, such as overlapping

board members, to acquire private information about takeover targets (Cai and Sevilir, 2012).

We use the syndication process for loans to uncover information networks on an interna-

tional scale. This novel channel complements previously discussed information networks in the

literature. As Kuchler and Stroebel (2021) highlight, at various levels social connections serve

as a means of sharing private information and facilitating social learning in �nancial decision-

making. For instance, Rehbein and Rother (2022) �nd that stronger social connections boost

cross-regional bank lending especially for information-sensitive loans. Using common owner-

ship as a channel of information transmission, Colombo, Grigolon, and Tarantino (2021) show

that within loan syndicates lead banks and (commonly owned) participants share information

regarding the borrower’s credit quality.

With respect to the role of information networks and insider trading, Jagolinzer, Larcker,

Ormazabal, and Taylor (2020) show that politically connected traders bene�ted from insider in-

formation on TARP. Cohen, Frazzini, and Malloy (2008) present evidence that fund managers hold

larger positions, and realize excess returns, on stocks of �rms with CEOs that share a common

educational background with them. More generally, Ahern (2017) documents how information

�owing through strong social ties based on family, friends, and geographic proximity facilitates
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insider trading. Finally, Bradley, Jame, and Williams (2022) argues that non-deal roadshows con-

stitute a channel for the transmission of private information between �rms’ management and

institutional investors, allowing the latter to trade pro�tably. While all of these studies treat es-

tablished networks as a su�cient condition for information sharing, we show that pre-existing

relationships are only a necessary condition, and that economic incentives determine whether

private information is actually disseminated across network members.

More explicitly on the use and transmission of insider information, Meulbroek (1992) shows

that markets take the possibility of informed trading into account and incorporate it in stock

prices. Ali and Hirshleifer (2017) identify and quantify pro�ts from insider trading, while Jenter

(2005) analyzes market timing by managers and shows that insiders are contrarian investors.

Various other papers document such patterns in di�erent �nancial markets and for di�erent

sources of private information. Barbon, Di Maggio, Franzoni, and Landier (2019) present evidence

that brokers leak information on order �ow of block trades, and Chague, Giovannetti, and Her-

skovic (2023) do so focusing on short sellers. In the context of mergers and acquisitions, Augustin,

Brenner, and Subrahmanyam (2019) report abnormally high trading volumes in out-of-the-money

equity call options on targets prior to takeover announcements. Jegadeesh and Tang (2010) �nd

that funds whose main broker is a target advisor are net buyers of target shares before announce-

ment, while Lowry, Rossi, and Zhu (2019) present evidence suggesting informed trading by M&A

advisors in options. Dai, Massoud, Nandy, and Saunders (2017) and Fich, Lantushenko, and Sialm

(2020) report increases in holdings of future takeover targets by hedge funds.

Trading on or disseminating insider information would contradict banks’ �duciary duties
2

as

this typically hurts bank customers and would, thus, be a cause of regulatory concern, as has been

argued by Puri (1996) with regard to universal-banking deregulation.
3

Reviewing the literature

on insider trading, Gri�n, Shu, and Topaloglu (2012) and Gri�n and Kruger (2024) argue that

such concerns should render it less likely to detect evidence of banks’ trading desks utilizing

2
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) lists examples of insider-trading enforcement actions be-

tween 2009 and 2014: https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/insidertrading/cases.shtml.

3
Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2019) document another example of banks’ breach of �duciary duties hurting customers

using information of misconduct among �nancial advisors.
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private information. In contrast, we show that information transmission emanating from the

target advisor in our M&A setting bene�ts the target shareholders. Thus, our paper points not

only to the primary bene�ciaries of insider trading but also to potentially limited downsides for

the �rms whose shares are traded (akin to Suk and Wang, 2021).

2 Hypothesis Development

In this section, we discuss banks’ incentives to share private information about imminent takeovers

with other banks in their business network. We start out by showing that it is pro�table to buy

target, rather than acquirer, stocks ahead of takeover announcements. Figure 1 demonstrates that

target stocks have highly economically and statistically signi�cant announcement returns, con-

trolling for security and date �xed e�ects, whereas this is not the case for acquirer stocks. This

suggests that trading on private information about imminent takeovers is pro�table primarily in

target stocks, i.e., by purchasing target stocks ahead of announcements. The latter is, in turn,

re�ected in a more emphasized runup in targets’ stock prices ahead of takeover announcements.

While �duciary duties should, in principle, keep both acquirer and target advisors from dis-

seminating or trading themselves on private information, target advisors can bene�t from el-

evated demand for target stocks and a subsequent increase in the target’s stock price prior to

takeover announcements, as this might lead to a higher price paid to their clients. Target ad-

visors thus have an economic incentive to allow connected banks to reap trading pro�ts from

purchasing target stocks ahead of takeovers. In contrast, if acquirer advisors primarily look after

their clients’ interests, they lack the incentive to share information on imminent takeovers, as the

induced trading behavior of informed traders would increase the takeover cost for the acquirer.

We therefore hypothesize that traders connected to the target advisor are more likely to be

informed and trade pro�tably prior to takeover announcements. To approximate the degree of

connectedness between advisors in takeovers and traders, we make use of syndicated-loan net-

works. In particular, we measure the frequency with which the respective �nancial institutions
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Figure 1: Cumulative Returns of Acquirer andTarget Stocks aroundTakeovers. The �gure

shows the point estimates and 95% con�dence intervals for 9 days prior to the announcement and

5 days afterwards, based on the speci�cation: Return (cumulative)st = βt
∑5

t=−9 Takeoverst+
δt + γs + εst, estimated on a sample at the security-date level from 30 days prior to 5 days after

the announcement. Standard errors are double-clustered at the security and date level.

interact when granting syndicated loans to �rms. The tighter the interaction, the more likely

it is that information is exchanged. We remain agnostic, however, regarding the identity of de-

partments within the respective organizations from which the information is sent and received.

While our proxy is based on interaction in the market for syndicated loans, its interpretation

need not be con�ned to interactions involving only bankers from syndicated-loan or credit de-

partments, as we show that our baseline �ndings hold up to using the international interbank

market for the construction of our bank networks.

If one, nevertheless, wanted to assume that only bankers from syndicated-loan departments

are involved in the transmission of private information across banks, then this would require

information to be shared within banks—both from the M&A advisory to the lending unit of the

advising bank, and from the lending to the trading unit of the bank receiving the information—in

spite of �rewalls in place. Evidence in Acharya and Johnson (2007) and Haselmann, Leuz, and

Schreiber (2023), among others, lends support to this assumption, especially for universal banks

(see Neuhann and Saidi, 2018), the prevalent type of �nancial institution in our German data.
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3 Data and Empirical Strategy

3.1 Data Description

Our main data source covers all securities trading by German �nancial institutions, which are re-

quired to report each security transaction to the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority

(BaFin) in accordance with the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID).
4

One of the

main purposes of the reporting requirement is to detect market manipulation and insider trad-

ing.
5

The dataset contains information on the date, quantity, and price of a security traded by a

given bank. In addition, we use bank-level balance-sheet data (covering, for instance, banks’ total

assets, capitalization, and asset composition) from BISTA
6

(Gomolka, Schäfer, and Stahl, 2020).

We merge these data with information on international M&A deals from Securities Data Com-

pany (SDC) Platinum, including information on takeovers such as the announcement and e�ec-

tive date, the percentage of the target acquired and owned after the transaction, the price paid,

the medium of exchange (in particular cash vs. stock), and the advisors on the target and the

acquirer side. We complement the merged dataset with security-speci�c daily return data from

Thomson Reuters Eikon. As a �nal ingredient, we use syndicated-loan data from DealScan to

empirically capture the possibility for international information transmission. In particular, we

construct an exposure variable based on joint lending activity of trading banks and deal-speci�c

advisors based on the year prior to the announcement of a given takeover. Alternatively, we use

transactions from interbank market data
7

(MMSR) (Blaschke, Hirsch, and Yalcin-Roder, 2023),

which are only available starting in 2016.

We restrict our sample to proprietary trading of stocks by banks—i.e., not on behalf of their

(retail) clients—that are also active in the international syndicated-loan market. This leaves us

with 37 German banks. The average bank in our sample has assets amounting to 81 billion e, of

4
See https://www.bundesbank.de/en/bundesbank/research/rdsc/research-data/mi�d-617976.

5
BaFin reports 353 procedures of insider trading during the sample period from 2010 to 2016. About one-third of

all positive investigations of insider trading relate to M&A transactions. As our data are anonymized, it is unfortu-

nately impossible to link cases of insider trading detected by BaFin to banks’ trading behavior in our study.

6
Data ID: 10.12757/BBk.BISTA.99Q1-19Q4.01.01

7
Data ID: 10.12757/BBk.mmsr.201607_202212.01.01
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Figure 2: Evolution of the Number of M&A Deals. The �gure shows the number of M&A

deals in our sample between 2010 and 2016 with quarterly frequency. Deals are considered in

the quarter of the announcement date. The red solid line represents the number of deals with

information available on the target side, whereas the blue dashed line shows the number of deals

with information available on the acquirer side.

which 5% are held in stocks, and an equity ratio of 10% (see Panel A of Table 1). More than half

of these banks serve at least once themselves as an advisor in an M&A transaction during our

sample period from 2010 to 2016. We exclude trading banks that are directly involved in takeovers

as advisors, but analyze the trading behavior of target and acquirer advisors separately.

We focus on e�ective majority deals (>50% of shares and, thus, >50% of the target owned af-

ter the transaction) and exclude deals in the �nancial sector, leaving us with 3,052 M&A deals

from 2010 to 2016 (Panel B of Table 1). Each deal can be viewed from the target or the acquirer

side, data on which may not always be available. Target stocks have, on average, an announce-

ment return (from one day before to one day after the announcement date) of 20%, the duration

between e�ective and announcement dates is 112 days, and 56% are pure cash deals (Panel B1).

Acquirer stocks yield, on average, only a very small announcement return of 1% (Panel B2). The

distribution of M&A transactions over time and across countries is indicated in Figures 2 and 3,

respectively. The coverage of M&A deals in our sample is fairly international (53 countries), with

the majority of deals taking place in North America, Europe, Australia, and Japan.



Figure 3: Geographical Distribution of M&A Deals. The �gure visualizes M&A activity by country. The total number of deals in

each country between 2010 and 2016 maps to the color indicated in the legend labels.

1
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3.2 Empirical Speci�cation

To test our main conjecture, we use data at the bank-security-date level and a symmetric time

window of 30 days before and after a deal is announced. Descriptive statistics of the main depen-

dent and explanatory variables are shown in Panel C of Table 1, separately for trading in target

(Panel C1) and acquirer stocks (Panel C2). The number of observations depends on the number

of target and acquirer stocks that the 37 German banks in our sample trade in during the 60-day

window around the takeover announcement. On average, a bank trades in 286 stocks related to

our M&A deals on ten trading days in the relevant time period.

Our explanatory variable of interest measures the intensity of a connection between a trading

bank and a given deal’s M&A advisor, namely by the number of joint syndicated loans scaled by

the total number of syndicated loans granted by the advisor or the trading bank. Our measure thus

captures the relative importance of the trading bank for the advisor’s syndicated-loan business,

or the other way around: Intensityabt−1y in the sense of advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated

as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by

advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement associated with security s.8 Importantly,

although we analyze the trading behavior of German banks, we do capture their relationships to

international advisors (396 in total), which are also active in the syndicated-loan market.

By leveraging syndicated-loan networks, we cast a wide net in capturing international infor-

mation �ows. Our connectedness measure serves as a proxy for active communication channels

between banks. Our conjecture is not that banks communicate solely on the occasion of jointly

syndicating loans but, rather, that frequent syndicated-lending activity is correlated with frequent

communication more generally. To showcase the external validity of our �ndings with respect to

the concrete communication channel, we consider the correlation between the syndicated-loan

networks used for our connectedness measure and those formed in the international interbank

market.

8
In case of multiple advisor relationships maintained by a trading bank, we use the maximum for the same

direction.
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Figure 4: External Validity of Connectedness Measure—Syndicated-loan vs. Interbank
Networks. The �gure shows a binned scatter plot comparing relationship intensities based on

the syndicated-loan network (x-axis) and the interbank network (y-axis). Intensityab in the sense

of bank (trader) b → (target/acquirer) advisor a is calculated as the number of joint/bilateral

interbank transactions by a and b relative to the number of interbank transactions by German

bank (trader) b in 2016. For the purpose of visualization, we rank intensities and normalize them

by multiplying them with 100 divided by the maximum rank.

As we do not observe all interbank loans of all international banks, but only those involv-

ing German banks, we compute the respective connectedness measure based on the number of

interbank loans between any two banks relative to the number of transactions by a given Ger-

man bank. For the sake of comparability, we focus on international banks active in the interbank

market that participate (in any capacity) in at least one syndicated loan and are connected to at

least one German bank in our sample through an interbank loan. We also normalize the two

connectedness measures. Figure 4 shows the resulting correlation in the last year of our sample

period, 2016, which is closely aligned with the 45-degree line (the correlation is 0.52).

To assess whether a trading bank b that is more important for the syndicated-loan business of

target advisor a acquires more stocks of the target s prior to an M&A announcement, we estimate

12



Figure 5: Cumulative Nominal Trading (in m) in Target Stocks 60 days before and 30
days after the M&A Announcement. Trading by connected banks refers to traders having

joint syndicated-lending activity with at least one of the target advisors one year prior to the

M&A announcement (solid blue line). Trading by non-connected banks is shown by the dashed

red line.

the following speci�cation:

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) = β1Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y

+β2Intensityabt−1y + θst + µbt + εbst, (1)

where sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) denotes the natural logarithm of the absolute value of the net

nominal amount of stock s traded by bank b on date t, multiplied with the sign (+1 or -1) of the net

nominal amount, Intensityabt−1y is the fraction of syndicated loans jointly issued by the target

advisor a and bank b out of all syndicated loans of the target advisor a in the year prior to that

associated with date t, Pre-Announcement30st is a dummy variable that is equal to 1 for the 30

days prior to the announcement of the takeover bid for the �rm associated with stock s, and θst

and µbt denote, respectively, security by date and bank by date �xed e�ects.
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As a placebo test, we estimate the same speci�cation for acquirer stocks. In addition, we can

vary the direction of Intensityabt−1y by scaling the number of syndicated loans jointly issued by

the target advisor a and bank b by the total number of syndicated loans of bank b. Finally, we can

construct the same variable for acquirer advisors.

4 Main Results

We �rst analyze graphically the trading behavior of banks that di�er in the degree to which

they are connected to the advisor of the target �rm in a given takeover. Figure 5 shows that

connected traders start purchasing more target stocks roughly three weeks ahead of takeover

announcements, potentially re�ecting that they take advantage of private information they have

accrued through their joint syndicated lending with the target advisor.

To substantiate this �nding, Table 2 shows our results from estimating (1). Columns 1 and 2

report the results for regressions with less restrictive sets of �xed e�ects, while column 3 presents

the results of our preferred baseline speci�cation. The coe�cient β1 on our variable of interest

is statistically highly signi�cant irrespective of the set of �xed e�ects, and varies only slightly

in size across speci�cations. A trading bank that is more connected to the target advisor by one

standard deviation purchases, on average, (0.1× 5.4 =) 54% more of the target stocks in the 30 days

prior to the announcement. This lends support to the view that banks that are more important

for the target advisor’s syndicated-loan business are more likely to obtain private information

about the imminent announcement of the takeover bid. This allows the connected bank to buy

target stocks and bene�t from the substantive announcement e�ects.

In order to test whether this e�ect is speci�c to a trader’s connection with the target advisor, in

column 4 we estimate whether the importance of a trader for the acquirer advisor’s syndicated-

loan business can also explain the pre-announcement purchase of target stocks by the trader.

When using the fraction of syndicated loans jointly issued by the acquirer advisor and the trading

bank out of all syndicated loans of the acquirer advisor, we do not �nd a signi�cant e�ect on pre-
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announcement stock purchases of traders more connected to the acquirer advisor. This suggests

that only traders connected to the target advisor obtain private information.

Using the reverse importance of the target advisor for the trader’s syndicated-loan business in

column 5 yields similar results as before. In contrast, column 6 shows that traders that issued more

syndicated loans with the acquirer advisor relative to the trader’s total syndicated lending do not

buy more stocks of the target prior to the announcement of the takeover bid.
9

This con�rms

that it is the connection to the target advisor that seems to matter for the di�usion of the insider

information.

Since the announcement e�ect is much more emphasized for target stocks (Figure 1), traders

would not bene�t as much from any private information on an imminent takeover bid by pur-

chasing stocks of the acquirer. In columns 7 and 8, we test whether connected traders purchase

any acquirer stocks ahead of takeover announcements. We do not �nd any evidence of pre-

announcement purchases of acquirer stocks by traders more connected to the target advisor (col-

umn 7) or by traders more important for the acquirer advisor’s syndicated-loan business (column

8).

Next, we estimate, instead of the net amount purchased by a speci�c trader, its propensity

to buy the target or acquirer stock, i.e., the extensive margin. For this purpose, we replace the

dependent variable in our regressions with a dummy variable,Buybst, indicating whether trading

bank b net-purchased stock s on date t. The results in Table 3 are qualitatively similar those

in Table 2: the propensity to purchase the target stock prior to the takeover bid signi�cantly

increases the more concentrated the target advisor’s syndicated-loan business is on joint deals

with the respective trading bank.

This is again robust to including various sets of �xed e�ects (columns 1 to 3), going so far as

to control for time-varying unobserved heterogeneity at both the trader and the security level.

In terms of economic magnitude, a trader with a one standard deviation more intense connection

with the target advisor has, on average, a 2.6 percentage points higher propensity to purchase

9
This also suggests that central acquirer advisors’ information advantage (Yawson and Zhang, 2021) is not driving

our results.
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the target stock during the 30 days prior to the takeover announcement. As before, the pre-

announcement propensity to purchase target stocks is only correlated with the connection to the

target advisor (columns 1, 2, 3, and 5), but not the acquirer advisor (columns 4 and 6). We also do

not �nd evidence that connected traders are any more likely to buy acquirer stocks prior to the

announcement. This holds for connections to the target advisor as well as the acquirer advisor

(columns 7 and 8).

Our identi�cation strategy hinges on the fact that we distinguish trades in stocks associated

with the same takeover events. While any recipient of private information regarding an imminent

takeover would �nd it optimal to purchase the target, rather than the acquirer, stock, we consider

whether banks are more likely to do so when they maintain closer connections to target advisors

vs. acquirer advisors. Any such di�erential e�ect can be interpreted as evidence that advisors act

in the best interest of their clients, and that the alignment of connected banks’ trading motives

with shareholder incentives is a prerequisite for the dissemination of private information about

imminent takeover announcements.

To test this more directly, we estimate a horse race between trading banks’ connections to the

target vs. acquirer advisor. This also sheds light on whether the estimates in Tables 2 and 3 with

respect to traders’ connections to target advisors and acquirer advisors are only a mere result of

the two being highly correlated, while connections to acquirer advisors are only more volatile.

In Table 4, we include the intensity of a trader’s connection to the target advisor and to the

acquirer advisor simultaneously, alongside the most restrictive set of �xed e�ects (as in columns

3/4 and 7/8 in Tables 2 and 3). The amount and propensity of a trader to buy target stocks be-

fore takeover announcements is only correlated with the intensity of its connection to the tar-

get advisor. The coe�cient is still highly signi�cant and even slightly larger in magnitude than

before (columns 1 and 3). Conversely, there is no signi�cant relationship between a bank’s pre-

announcement trading activity in a target stock and its connection to the acquirer advisor. Inter-

estingly, when included in the joint estimation, the intensity of the trader’s connection with the

acquirer advisor now has a negative, albeit statistically insigni�cant, coe�cient. This suggests
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that when a trading bank is connected to both the target and the acquirer advisor, it is less likely

to obtain private information, or is less inclined to trade upon it. Columns 2 and 4 report the

respective results for the placebo tests on the amount and the propensity to purchase stocks of

the acquirer �rm. Again, the intensity of a given bank’s connection to both the target and the

acquirer advisor do not carry any signi�cant e�ect on its trading in acquirer stocks.

In sum, these results support the view that target, rather than acquirer, advisors are more

likely to disseminate information about an imminent takeover particularly to �nancial institu-

tions with which they are closely connected in the syndicated-loan market. Their incentive to do

so is strengthened by the fact that connected banks’ trading motives are aligned with the incen-

tives of the target shareholders, which they represent. Traders that are more connected to the

target advisor only buy target stocks, as acquirer stocks do not bene�t on average from a positive

announcement e�ect. This indicates that traders acquire positions prior to takeover announce-

ments in an attempt to exploit their private information and to reap trading pro�ts from positive

announcement e�ects.

5 Robustness Checks

We start out by addressing the quality of our connectedness measure as a proxy for frequent com-

munication between banks. To bolster its external validity, we re-estimate the same speci�cations

as in the previous Table 4, but using an interbank market-based connectedness measure (see Fig-

ure 4). The results in Table 5 preserve the insights from Table 4 in that only banks connected

to the target advisor through interbank loans purchase target, but not acquirer, shares ahead of

takeover announcements. These results also hold up to replacing the continuous (time-invariant)

variable Intensityab with a dummy variable that equals 1 for any non-zero value thereof (Table

A1 in the Appendix).

To further assess the robustness and validity of our results for connected banks’ trades in

target stocks, we perform a battery of additional robustness checks, which are summarized in
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Table 6. We �rst address potential concerns related to the fact that our trading data are con�ned

to transactions of German banks only. German (universal) banks, however, maintain close ties

to �rms, i.e., they are represented on corporate boards and serve as relationship lenders. This

might, in turn, imply that these banks may have at their disposal alternative sources of private

information regarding takeovers of German �rms. However, we fail to �nd a statistically signif-

icant di�erence in the coe�cients on our variable of interest for German vs. non-German deals

in column 1. This also suggests that cultural similarity or other aspects of familiarity (Guiso,

Sapienza, and Zingales, 2009; Bereskin, Byun, O�cer, and Oh, 2018), which are typically viewed

as facilitating information transmission in social networks, are unlikely to drive our results.

While we control for all potential intercept e�ects of time-varying �rm characteristics by

including security by date �xed e�ects, it may still be possible that certain �rm characteristics

interact meaningfully with connected banks’ trading, e.g., �rm size. As one can see in column 2,

connected banks’ trading behavior does not vary for the top quartile of targets in terms of their

market capitalization (captured by the dummy variable Largest−1y).

Takeovers often a�ect certain industries and occur in waves. Banks may specialize in a certain

industry and, as such, be in a better position to learn in advance about takeovers in this industry.

At the same time, specialized banks might also be better connected to M&A advisors of deals

in the same industry. To rule out that our results are confounded by trading banks’ industry

knowledge, we add Industry sharebst−1y, which is the industry exposure based on security s’s

two-digit industry code relative to the total securities portfolio of trader b in the year prior to the

deal announcement, and its interaction with Pre-Announcement30st in column 3. While we do

�nd that “specialized” banks tend to buy more target shares, they are not more likely to do so in

the 30 days prior to a takeover announcement, leaving our baseline e�ect virtually unaltered.

Alternatively, we can add interactions of trader by industry �xed e�ects with a dummy vari-

able for a given merger’s pre-announcement period (column 4), which control, among others,

for a given trader’s purchases of target stocks in a given industry prior to each takeover an-

nouncement. In column 5, we include even more granular trader by industry by date �xed e�ects
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to ensure that our �ndings are not driven by developments in a bank’s trading strategy across

stocks within a given industry. Interestingly, while the e�ects of our main variable of interest

remain highly signi�cant in both cases, their economic magnitude increases with this even more

restrictive set of �xed e�ects.

We next probe the robustness of our �ndings to the time horizon during which we measure

a given bank’s syndicated-loan network. Our estimates are similar irrespective of whether our

intensity measure re�ects joint syndicated loans of target advisors and traders in the past two

(column 6) or three years (column 7), as opposed to our default of one year. As a consequence,

our results also hold up to using an average over the past three years (column 8).

A related concern is that the intensity of the trading bank’s connection to the target advi-

sor may be, instead of a valid measure of private-information exchange, only a proxy for closer

relationships that might involve institutional ties, such as the trader being the custodian bank

or market maker for the advisor. To address this concern, we add to our baseline regression

speci�cation trader-advisor pair �xed e�ects. In this manner, we exploit only variation in the

intensity of the trader’s connection with the same target advisor over time. Interestingly, after

including trader-advisor �xed e�ects, our key results do not only prevail, but the main e�ect

is economically even more pronounced. Thus, our syndicated-loan based measure for banks’

connectedness to target advisors is unlikely to explain their pre-announcement trading behavior

through time-invariant aspects of their relationship. This renders it more likely that we, instead,

capture (time-varying) information di�usion from the target advisor to connected banks.

In order to improve upon the external validity of our trader-time and security-time �xed

e�ects—which are in our setup naturally estimated using only observed, and not, for instance,

intended, transactions—we next re-estimate our regression speci�cation also on an unrestricted

sample that comprises all trades in every stock by each reporting bank (column 10). On this ex-

tended sample, we can also include trader-security �xed e�ects in our regressions (column 11).

This allows us to control for instances in which banks serve as a market maker for the target

stock and, as a consequence, hold inventory in this stock prior to the takeover announcement.
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Again, our key result remains una�ected: even with this much larger sample and additional �xed

e�ects, traders more closely connected to the target advisor through their syndicated-loan busi-

ness purchase more target stocks prior to the takeover announcement. The economic magnitude

is roughly similar to that of our baseline estimates.

Finally, we further probe whether it is indeed the connection of a trading bank to the target

advisor that matters for the trader’s pre-announcement target stock purchases, and whose relative

importance matters more. For this purpose, we compute di�erent measures for the intensity of

the connection, varying the direction and type of advisor. First, we hold constant the (target

or acquirer) advisor. For each type of advisor, we then re-de�ne our intensity measure as the

maximum of the fraction of syndicated loans jointly issued by the respective advisor and the

trading bank out of all syndicated loans (i) of the advisor and (ii) of the trader. Second, we hold

constant the direction of the intensity measure, and re-de�ne the latter as the maximum of the

syndicated-loan portfolio overlap between the trader and (i) the target advisor and (ii) the acquirer

advisor, relative to the respective advisor’s or the trader’s total syndicated lending.

The results using these alternative measures for the connection intensity between traders and

M&A advisors are remarkably similar to those of our baseline regressions. First of all, we use the

maximum of all four before-mentioned intensity measures. Doing so, we �nd in column 1 of Table

A2 in the Appendix that the intensity in the syndicated-loan connection between a given trading

bank and any advisor, irrespective of direction or type of advisor, matters for whether the trader

purchases target stocks prior to the announcement. In the remaining columns, we use, in turn, the

four concrete intensity measures. Columns 2 and 3 reveal that the trader’s purchasing behavior

is driven entirely by its connection to the target, rather than the acquirer, advisor. In addition,

columns 4 and 5 suggest that the relative importance of the trader for the advisor’s syndicated-

loan business, rather than the other way around, is the more signi�cant determinant for whether

the connected bank trades on obtained private information. Therefore, the advisor’s information

transmission is—at least partly—incentivized by the trading bank’s relative importance for the

advisor’s syndicated-loan business.
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6 Variation in the Strength of Economic Incentives

If traders closely connected to a target advisor indeed buy target stocks pre announcement be-

cause they trade on private information obtained from the advisor, this e�ect should be more

pronounced when expected pro�ts from trading on private information are larger. This may

be because in that case target advisors are more likely to share information about imminent

takeovers, or connected traders are more inclined to purchase target stocks.

In testing this idea, we remain agnostic as to whether informed traders can anticipate which

takeovers will have a particularly high announcement return, or whether the target advisor’s

transmitted information also involves information suggestive of the size of the deal premium.

Instead of actual announcement returns for target stocks, we use parameters of takeovers that

are more likely to be known by the trading bank and that are also correlated with announcement

returns. In particular, target stocks see larger announcement returns following takeover bids

made as cash o�ers. The underlying rationale—in line with the model of Shleifer and Vishny

(2003) and empirical evidence (Huang and Walkling, 1987; Yook, 2003; Malmendier, Opp, and

Saidi, 2016)—is that acquirers are more likely to use cash, rather than stock, to pay for undervalued

targets. As such, a cash bid re�ects positive information about the target’s stand-alone value.

Columns 1 and 2 in Table 7 present the results when we estimate our key speci�cation for

banks’ trading in target stocks on a split sample for pure cash (column 1) and pure stock bids

(column 2).
10

Traders more closely connected to the target advisor purchase stocks of targets

ahead of M&A transactions in cash (column 1), but not in stock (column 2). This is con�rmed in

columns 3 and 4 when incorporating the respective triple interaction e�ect in the pooled sample,

even after accounting for time-varying unobserved heterogeneity at the trader level in column 4.

To provide further evidence that these trades are induced by private information pertaining

to imminent takeovers, and not any other events, we dissect the pre-announcement period and

study whether the stock purchases of connected traders are particularly pronounced closer to the

10
As most deals have a cash structure, and for the sake of comparability across columns, we use a less restrictive

�xed-e�ects structure so as to avoid having too few observations in column 2.
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announcement date. Table 8 reports our regression results for banks’ trading of target stocks, and

considers only a 15-day (column 1), 30-day (column 2), 60-day (column 3), or 100-day (column 4)

pre-announcement period. The comparison of the regression coe�cients uncovers that the e�ect

is economically substantially larger the shorter the de�nition of the pre-announcement period.

This implies that closer to the announcement date connected traders’ purchases of target stocks

become increasingly prominent.

In column 5, we use in the same regression dummy variables de�ning disjoint time win-

dows prior to the announcement, i.e., 100-61 days, 60-31 days, 30-16 days and 15-0 days be-

fore announcement, and interact those with the importance of the trader for the target advisors’

syndicated-loan business. In line with our prior interpretation and conclusions drawn from Fig-

ure 5, we �nd that only in the 30 days prior to the announcement do connected traders purchase

signi�cantly more target stocks.

In columns 6 to 10, we estimate the same regression speci�cations for the extensive margin,

i.e., traders’ propensity to buy the target stock, and obtain similar results. The propensity to buy

target stocks is elevated closer to the announcement date. Long before the announcement (100-31

days before) there is no evidence that traders that are more connected to the target advisor are

more likely to purchase target stocks. These results are robust to replacing the continuous rela-

tionship measure Intensityabt−1y with a discrete version thereof that equals 1 for non-zero values

(Table A3 in the Appendix). The e�ect—in terms of both statistical and economic signi�cance—is

concentrated in the 15 days prior to the announcement (see columns 5 and 10 of Table A3).

There exists empirical evidence that banks might exploit in their proprietary trading private

information obtained from close relationships with their non-�nancial customers, even if it con-

stitutes a violation of their �duciary duties (as shown most recently by Haselmann, Leuz, and

Schreiber, 2023). In our setting, this would correspond to advisors trading themselves on their

private information about an imminent takeover. If this was the case, our results could re�ect that

connected traders only imitate advisors’ trading behavior. In order to evaluate this possibility, in

Table 9 we re-estimate regression speci�cation (1) using, instead of the Intensityabt−1y measure,
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a dummy variable identifying whether a trader b is at the same time also either a target advisor

(columns 1 and 3) or acquirer advisor (columns 2 and 4) in the deal involving stock s as the tar-

get (columns 1 and 2) or the acquirer (columns 3 and 4). As the results show, neither acquirer

nor target advisors boost their stock positions prior to takeover announcements, irrespective of

whether we consider target or acquirer stocks.

In columns 1-4, we e�ectively compare the trading behavior of advisors with that of other

traders that do not serve as advisors themselves but that might be closely connected to the re-

spective advisors. If these connected traders only mimic the trading behavior of advisors (or trade

on the same private information as the advisors), their trading behavior cannot serve as a control

group to test whether advisors trade on private information. To address this concern, we re-

strict the sample to include only traders in the control group that are neither advisors in the deal

nor connected to either one of the advisors (columns 5-8). Our results for the pre-announcement

period remain robust in this restricted sample. After takeover announcements both target and ac-

quirer advisors purchase more target shares, and acquirer advisors are less likely to buy acquirer

shares than unconnected non-advisor banks.

Overall, these trading patterns suggest that target advisors disseminate the information about

an imminent takeover announcement to their peers without exploiting the private information

themselves. In Section 8, we further investigate why particularly the target advisors may have

an incentive to share this private information.

Finally, we consider whether private information about imminent takeovers also di�uses fur-

ther through connections to advisors of second order. More concretely, we test whether other

German banks, unconnected to the advisors in a takeover (i.e., Intensityabt−1y = 0 for them),

trade similarly as do connected banks. For this purpose, we re-estimate the same speci�cations

as in Table 4, and replace our connectedness measure with Intensitycbt−1y, which captures the

maximum degree of connectedness between bank b and any (target/acquirer) advisor-connected

bank c. The results are in Table 10, and mirror exactly our original estimates, except that the

magnitudes of the positive and signi�cant coe�cients re�ect the fact that the banks b are not
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connected at all to the advisors, so the average value of Intensitycbt−1y is much lower than that

of Intensityabt−1y, at 0.005 for connectedness to target advisor-connected banks (and 0.071 when

conditioning on non-zero connectedness). This applies also to the standard deviation, but the im-

plied economic signi�cance of the estimates is even greater than that in Table 4. For instance,

column 3 implies that a trader with a one standard deviation more intense connection with a bank

connected to the target advisor has, on average, an (0.032 × 5.7 =) 18 percentage points higher

propensity to purchase the target stock ahead of the takeover announcement.

That is, banks connected to target advisor-connected banks purchase target stocks, but not

acquirer stocks, ahead of takeover announcements. In contrast, banks connected to acquirer

advisor-connected banks do not engage in any such trading activity. This is consistent with the

idea that banks connected to the acquirer advisor are privy to the private information because

their incentives are not aligned with those of the acquirer shareholders.

7 Prices and Trading Gains

Figure 5, in conjunction with our baseline results, already suggests that traders closely connected

to the target advisor buy more shares prior to the announcement and, thus, at a lower price. In

order to more explicitly assess whether connected traders do pay less for target stocks than other

traders, because they use the private information to time their purchases, we �rst calculate the

volume-weighted average price a trader b pays for its purchases of stock s on date t. We then

estimate a trader’s daily purchase price of a target stock 30 days before and after the announce-

ment as a function of its importance for the target advisor’s syndicated-loan business, while using

di�erent sets of �xed e�ects and daily transaction controls at the stock by trader level sb (daily

transaction volume and number of daily trades).

As our results in Table 11 show within the 60-day window around announcements, banks that

are more connected to the target advisor pay signi�cantly less when purchasing the target stock

than do other traders. This �nding not only holds when including security �xed e�ects (column
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1), but also after adding trader �xed e�ects (column 2). The latter suggests that the trading gains

earned by connected traders cannot be simply attributed to their time-invariant characteristics,

e.g., their size, general degree of connectedness, or any particular trading style. Our results are

also robust to the inclusion of year �xed e�ects (column 3), taking care of variation in annual

market returns, and to using trader by year �xed e�ects (column 4), accounting for changes in a

bank’s general trading strategy (e.g., deleveraging) and access to information. This also precludes

that our results are driven by time-varying characteristics of trading banks that may be correlated

with their connections in the syndicated-loan market. Overall, a trader more connected by one

standard deviation to the target advisor earns a trading gain of 0.67 e per share on its average

daily trades of the target stock (based on column 2).

In the last column, we compare trades by banks in the same security and on the same day by

adding security by date �xed e�ects. After doing so, our key variable of interest, the connection

between the trader and the target advisor, is no longer a signi�cant determinant of the price

at which the trader purchases target stocks around the announcement date. This lends further

support to our interpretation that connected traders only make a trading pro�t because their

private information permits them to buy stocks before the announcement. When trading on the

same day as other traders, connected traders do not manage to purchase target stocks at a lower

price. This also highlights that connected traders are not generally (through their connection

to the target advisor) in a position to reap trading gains in target stocks, e.g., by front-running

elevated order �ow around the announcement.

8 Advisors’ Incentives

Reciprocal favors—e.g., in their syndicated-loan business—might be a motive for banks to disclose

con�dential M&A-related information to their business partners. This reasoning would hold for

both acquirer as well as target advisors. Our previous �ndings suggest, however, that primarily

target advisors reveal such private information to connected banks, and somewhat more so if the
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Figure 6: Cumulative Returns of Target Stocks around Takeovers—High vs. Low In-
formed Trading Exposure. The �gure shows the point estimates and 95% con�dence inter-

vals for 9 days prior to the announcement and 5 days afterwards, based on the speci�cation:

Return (cumulative)st = βt
∑5

t=−9 Takeoverst + δt + γs + εst, estimated on a sample at the

security-date level from 30 days prior to 5 days after the announcement, separately for targets

with above-median vs. below-median values of Informed Trading Exposured. Standard errors

are double-clustered at the security and date level.

connected banks are relatively more important for their syndicated-loan business (cf. column 4

vs. column 5 in Table A2).

This raises the question as to whether target advisors are particularly incentivized to share

private information of an imminent takeover. One reason might be that sharing such private in-

formation with connected traders helps drive up the pre-announcement stock price of the target

and, thus, also the �nal price paid. Given that target advisors’ fee income is linked to the trans-

action value (see, among others, McLaughlin, 1990), this would boost target advisors’ revenues.

As premia are deal-level outcomes, we move our analysis to the cross section of M&A deals

(indexed by d) with information on the target side. In particular, we di�erentiate target stocks

by the trading activity therein of German banks closely connected to the target advisor of the
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respective deal. As syndicated-loan networks are international, but we only have trading data

from German banks, it is a good possibility that other, non-German banks engage in similar

trading behavior as they are also on the receiving end of the information being shared.

For all German banks in our data, we compute Informed Trading Exposured, which is the

weighted sum of all of trading bank b’s net purchases of target stock s within a 60-day window

prior to the announcement of deal d (Tradingbst) relative to the total absolute transactions (both

purchases and sales) by any bank of target stock s in this period (|Tradingst|), all scaled by the

market capitalization of stock s divided by 1,000.
11

For the weights we use the Intensityaby−1

of the connection between the trading bank b and the target advisor a, which is de�ned as the

respective bank b’s number of joint syndicated loans with the target advisor in the year prior to

the announcement (year y − 1) relative to the total number of syndicated loans granted by the

target advisor in the same period:

Informed Trading Exposured =

∑
b

∑
t∈T (60) Intensityaby−1 × Tradingbst∑

t∈T (60) |Tradingst|

/MarketCaps
1, 000

.

In Figure 6, we decompose the observed runup in targets’ stock prices ahead of takeover

announcements (see Figure 1) for targets with above-median vs. below-median values of Informed

Trading Exposured. Doing so, we �nd that not only is the runup more pronounced for targets

whose stocks are traded more actively by banks closely connected to the target advisor, but also

the level of post-announcement returns.

To test whether this also translates into higher deal premia, we estimate the relationship

between the 60-day premium paid and the relative trading volume in the target stock by banks

connected to the target advisor. More precisely, we use the premium paid for deal d, Premiumd,

de�ned as

Premiumd =
Price Paidst − Pricest−60

Pricest−60
,

and regress it on Informed Trading Exposured.

11Informed Trading Exposured is winsorized at -1 and 1.
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Since our previous analysis has revealed that most of the transactions of informed traders

occur 15 to 30 days before the announcement (Table 8), we hypothesize that the price 60 days

before the announcement is not signi�cantly a�ected by information transmission. Hence, if the

dissemination of private information about an imminent merger indeed drives up the price paid,

this should be captured by a higher 60-day premium paid.

The �nal sample consists of M&A deals between 2010 and 2016. Descriptive statistics of

the main dependent and explanatory variables are shown in Panel D of Table 1. For our cross-

sectional analysis, the sample of target deals contains 538 takeovers of which 83% are e�ective and

11% are labeled as competing o�ers (4% in the sample of e�ective deals). For e�ective deals, we

require available information on the price paid, and consider only deals with a premium between

-20% and 200% (motivated by O�cer, 2003, and in line with Hackbarth and Morellec, 2008).
12

Table 12 summarizes our regression results. As the trading volume of connected traders could

also be elevated simply because there are (already) announced competing o�ers for the target,

inducing banks to buy the target stock without having private information, we always include

an indicator variable, Competing Offerd, which equals 1 in case we record more than one bid

per target security within one year.

In column 1, we control for year �xed e�ects, which capture aggregate trends in premia paid

over time, as well as the target’s industry by country �xed e�ects, and �nd a positive correlation

between the premium and the transaction volume of traders closely connected to the target ad-

visor. This suggests that by disseminating information about an imminent merger to connected

traders, the target advisor can help achieve a higher premium. This estimate increases only fur-

ther after including time-invariant (column 2) and time-varying �xed e�ects for the target’s advi-

sor (column 3), as well as time-varying �xed e�ects for the target’s industry-country combination

(column 4). This precludes that our results simply re�ect merger waves in certain industries, or

that they are a mere artefact of certain advisors gaining market share or other particular expertise

12
By requiring information on the premium the number of deals in the sample for cross-sectional analyses is lower

compared to the sample in the main analyses (see Table 1). Table A4 in the Appendix shows that our main results

are robust to restricting the sample to deals with available premia information.
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at driving up deal premia.

Our estimates are not only statistically but also economically signi�cant. For example, the es-

timate in column 4 implies that a one-standard-deviation increase in Informed Trading Exposured

is associated with a 0.352 × 0.12 = 4.2 percentage points higher premium paid, which corre-

sponds to approximately one-quarter of the latter’s sample mean. The economic magnitude of

this e�ect strongly suggests that it does not result solely from connected German banks’ trades,

but that our analysis may also apply to other, non-German banks connected to the target advisor.

The deal premium, measured as the percentage increase of the price paid over the target

stock price 60 days prior to the announcement, is the sum of the initial runup up until the day

prior to the announcement and the subsequent markup. While our results in Table 12 imply that

informed trading exposure is associated with higher premia, it does not re�ect to what extent the

e�ect stems from runups in target stocks due to connected banks’ trades (cf. Figure 6).

To investigate this, in the �rst four columns of Table 13 we re-estimate the same speci�cations

as in Table 12, but replace the dependent variable with Runupd, the return from 60 days prior to

the announcement to one day prior to the announcement. The estimates tend to be close to those

in Table 12, but also exhibit some variation. As the premium can be decomposed into a runup

and a markup component, i.e., Premiumd = Runupd+Markupd, our results imply that a large

portion of the e�ect on premia is driven by higher runups rather than markups.

While higher premia stemming primarily from higher runups would be in the interest of target

advisors, the latter’s incentives to share information about imminent M&A annoncements with

connected banks would be reduced if by raising the premium, such informed trading led acquirers

to postpone or cancel planned bids (as discussed in Schwert, 1996). Under the so-called markup

pricing hypothesis, whereby the runup is an added cost to the bidder and, thus, induces a lower

deal success probability, the coe�cient on the runup is equal to zero (one) in a regression with the

markup (premium) as the dependent variable. Using U.S. deals, Schwert (1996) presents evidence

in favor of the markup pricing hypothesis, while Betton, Eckbo, Thompson, and Thorburn (2014),

using more recent data and modi�ed tests, �rmly reject it.
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Figure 7: Cumulative Abnormal Returns of Target Stocks in Failed Takeovers—High
vs. Low Informed Trading Exposure. The �gure shows cumulative abnormal returns

for 42 trading days prior to the announcement and 30 trading days after the withdrawal

of the takeover bid, separately for targets with above-median vs. below-median values of

Informed Trading Exposured. For the illustration of the period between announcement (A)

and withdrawal (W ), we normalize trading days (in percent) to accommodate di�erent durations

of the interim period. We calculate cumulative abnormal returns as CARst =
∑t

j=1(rsj − rmj),
where rsj and rmj denote the stock return of security s and the Thomson Reuters global stock

benchmark on date j, respectively.

To test the markup pricing hypothesis in our sample, we use as the dependent variable in the

last four columns of Table 13 Markupd, the return implied by the price paid compared to the stock

price one day prior to the announcement, and regress it on Runupd. All estimates are signi�cantly

di�erent from zero, thereby rejecting the markup pricing hypothesis. Our estimates from a dras-

tically di�erent sample fall between those of Schwert (1996) and Betton, Eckbo, Thompson, and

Thorburn (2014). They range from -0.36 to -0.57, which suggests that the higher runup is only

partially o�set by a lower markup and, thus, increases the total premium paid by the acquirer

only as a fraction of the size of the runup (partial substitution).

Consistent with our rejection of the markup pricing hypothesis, elevated trading activity of

banks that are connected to the target advisor should not adversely a�ect the probability that

a takeover is successful. To test this, we estimate a linear probability model on the sample of
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all successful and failed bids. We use the same regression speci�cation as before, but replace

the dependent variable with an indicator variable for a successful bid. As the results in Table 14

highlight, greater trading activity by connected and, thus, presumably better informed traders

has no statistically signi�cant e�ect on the probability that a takeover is completed.

Trading by connected—and, thus, better informed—banks is associated with higher pre-bid

runups that are not o�set by equal reductions in the markups and, therefore, translate into higher

premia without reducing the success probability of the takeover. This suggests that target ad-

visors can increase their expected revenues by sharing information about imminent M&A an-

nouncements with connected banks.

As such, both the target and its advisor bene�t from a successfully executed takeover. Banks

connected to the target advisor bene�t as well, regardless of whether a takeover bid is successful

or not. Based on our relatively small sample of 90 failed takeovers, Figure 7 shows that target

stocks traded by connected banks see a much higher cumulative abnormal return (CAR) not only

at announcement but also (at least 30 trading days) after the deal fails.

According to Malmendier, Opp, and Saidi (2016), positive post-failure CARs re�ect previ-

ous undervaluation of the target stock (or a higher probability of becoming a target again) and

are prominent among cash, rather than stock, bids. In combination with our �nding that banks

closely connected to the target advisor are particularly prone to purchasing shares of targets

of cash bids (see Table 7), Figure 7 implies that connected banks tend to trade in undervalued

stocks. Given the generally strong �nancial incentive to purchase target stocks ahead of takeover

announcements (see Figure 1), weakening the role for connected banks’ otherwise-acquired pri-

vate information, this suggests that target advisors share information about imminent takeovers

especially for targets they know to be undervalued.

Finally, a back-of-the-envelope calculation allows us to quantify the bene�ts accruing to the

target advisor and its connected banks alike. In particular, the target advisor’s compensation will

be tied to the total amount paid by the acquirer. We use the Lehman scale
13

for this purpose,

13
See https://seekingalpha.com/uploads/2016/11/22/4935640/M_A_Fees_Survey_____Firmex__1_.pdf.
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and multiply it with the target’s market capitalization at the end of the year prior to the takeover

and 4.2%, which corresponds to the increase in the o�er premium in response to a one-standard-

deviation increase in Informed Trading Exposured (as mentioned above). This translates into

a pro�t of 1,156,655 e per deal. Assuming that advisors accompany one such deal per month,

their revenue increase adds up to 0.13% of the median capital of the German banks in our sample.

While this does not constitute a substantial increase in bank pro�ts, the order of magnitude

suggests that target advisors’ information transmission to connected banks is unlikely to be de-

tected as a breach of �duciary duties. This is consistent with our �nding that they do not trade

on their private information themselves, which would be associated with much greater risk of

being caught, and more generally with evidence that insiders trade less aggressively in the face

of legal risk (Kacperczyk and Pagnotta, 2023).

Turning to the connected banks, de�ned as banks with a non-zero degree of connectedness

to the target advisor, we consider their cumulative position in the target stock resulting from

their trades during the 30-day window prior to deal announcement. Based on all deals with both

connected and unconnected German banks trading in the target stock, and using the return given

by the stock price 30 days prior to announcement and the �nal price paid by the acquirer,
14

they

collectively earn 172,320 e per deal. This suggests that the target advisor bene�ts more from

the economic consequences of connected banks’ trades than they do, but more importantly, the

target shareholders who receive a higher premium are by far the primary bene�ciaries.

The relatively minute trading pro�ts of connected banks attests to the fact that the observed

target-price movement can only be justi�ed by other German banks trading similarly, for which

we have provided evidence in Table 10. It furthermore suggests that other, non-German (i.e.,

international) banks connected to the target advisor engage in similar trading behavior as well.

14
This assumption can be relaxed by using the precise timing of each connected bank’s trades.
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9 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide evidence that M&A advisors share private information about immi-

nent takeovers to closely connected banks. We uncover these connections using the network

of banks in the international syndicated-loan market. Although any advisor could bene�t from

leveraging its private information, we show that they only do so when the incentives of connected

banks are aligned with those of the shareholders. As a result, only target, rather than acquirer,

advisors share the information with connected banks that purchase target stocks before the an-

nouncement and, thus, at lower prices. The additional pre-announcement demand drives up the

pre-announcement price and thereby contributes to a higher premium paid, without sacri�cing

the probability of a successful takeover bid.

Information transmission bene�ts target shareholders and ultimately the target advisor, re-

�ecting the idea that bank networks aid the establishment of mutually bene�cial relations. Con-

nected banks’ trading pro�ts will likely contribute to the stability of reciprocal exchange in loan-

syndication networks, which we use to capture private-information �ows. As such, our results

suggest that loan-syndication networks can use pro�table private-information transmission in

other markets to enforce repeated interaction in syndication, where banks take turns in arrang-

ing syndicated loans and former lead arrangers make sure to be invited as participants in the

next iteration. Such a mechanism potentially informs theories of how �rms’ decision to syn-

dicate with other �rms sustains collusion even at low levels of market concentration (Hat�eld,

Kominers, Lowery, and Barry, 2020).
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Table 1: Summary Statistics: Panel A presents summary statistics at the bank level, for all

German banks with a trading book that are also active in syndicated lending. Panel B presents

summary statistics at the M&A deal level, separately for the target (Panel B1) and the acquirer

side (Panel B2). Panel C presents summary statistics at the bank-security-date level based on the

main regression sample covering 30 days before and after the announcement of a takeover. Panel

C1 refers to trading in target securities, and Panel C2 refers to trading in acquirer securities. Panel

D presents summary statistics for variables used in our cross-sectional analysis at the deal level.

Panel A: Bank level Mean SD p25 p75 N

Total assets (in e bn) 81.37 122.10 3.36 115.74 37

Equity/Assets .10 .16 .04 .06 37

Stocks/Assets .05 .07 .01 .06 37

Advisor activity (in SDC) .59 .50 0 1 37

Panel B1: Deal level (Target) Mean SD p10 p90 N

Announcement return [-1,+1] .20 .24 -.02 .52 963

Length (e�ective - announcement) 111.81 90.72 30 224 995

Cash bid (pure) .56 .50 0 1 995

Stock bid (pure) .12 .33 0 1 995

German deal .04 .18 0 0 995

U.S. deal .44 .50 0 1 995

Panel B2: Deal level (Acquirer) Mean SD p10 p90 N

Announcement return [-1,+1] .01 .07 -.04 .07 1,956

Length (e�ective - announcement) 74.29 98.51 0 176 2,057

Cash bid (pure) .42 .49 0 1 2,057

Stock bid (pure) .06 .25 0 0 2,057

German deal .03 .18 0 0 2,057

U.S. deal .45 .50 0 1 2,057

Panel C1: Trading level (Target) Mean SD p10 p90 N

sgn(ln(|Net nominal|) .29 7.44 -9.13 9.21 21,065

Buy (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0) .49 .50 0 1 21,781

Intensity (Target Adv→ Trader) .05 .10 0 .15 21,781

Intensity (Acquirer Adv→ Trader) .04 .10 0 .15 21,781

Intensity (Trader→ Target Adv) .07 .13 0 .29 21,781

Intensity (Trader→ Acquirer Adv) .08 .14 0 .32 21,781

Panel C2: Trading level (Acquirer) Mean SD p10 p90 N

sgn(ln(|Net nominal|) .16 7.19 -8.84 8.93 79,278

Buy (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0) .48 .50 0 1 81,583

Intensity (Target Adv→ Trader) .04 .10 0 .14 81,583

Intensity (Acquirer Adv→ Trader) .03 .09 0 .13 81,583

Intensity (Trader→ Target Adv) .05 .11 0 .25 81,583

Intensity (Trader→ Acquirer Adv) .05 .12 0 .27 81,583

Panel D: Cross section (Target) Mean SD p10 p90 N

Premium (if E�ective = 1) .17 .31 -.12 .53 448

Runup (if E�ective = 1) .10 .22 -.11 .33 448

Markup (if E�ective = 1) .08 .32 -.19 .38 448

Informed trading exposure (if E�ective = 1) 0 .12 -.01 .04 448

Competing o�er (if E�ective = 1) .04 .21 0 0 448

E�ective .83 .37 0 1 538

Informed trading exposure 0 .11 -.01 .03 538

Competing o�er .11 .31 0 1 538
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Table 2: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Advisor on Stock Trading: The sample is a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date

level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains trading in securities 30 days

before and after an M&A announcement of the given security. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days prior to

an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensityabt−1y in the sense of advisor a → bank (trader) b is calculated as

the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by advisor a in the year prior to the deal

announcement of security s. The dependent variable is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated

as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural

logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. Speci�cations vary by their focus on target stocks (T) [columns

1-6]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns 7-8], Intensityabt−1y (type of advisor and direction), and �xed e�ects. Standard errors are double-

clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y 5.536*** 4.972*** 5.386*** 3.061 5.363** 2.303 0.359 -0.808

(4.50) (3.62) (3.27) (1.32) (2.54) (1.30) (0.43) (-0.78)

Intensityabt−1y -1.187 -1.198 1.785 -1.201 0.065 -0.378 0.004 0.503

(-1.10) (-1.02) (1.04) (-0.56) (0.04) (-0.30) (0.01) (0.49)

Pre-Announcement30st 0.042

(0.25)

N 20,937 13,205 6,141 6,141 6,141 6,141 48,882 48,882

R2
0.135 0.262 0.633 0.631 0.632 0.631 0.531 0.531

Trader FE X X - - - - - -

Security FE X - - - - - - -

Date FE X - - - - - - -

Security-Date FE - X X X X X X X
Trader-Date FE - - X X X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T T T T T T A A

Intensityabt−1y Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Acquirer Adv→ Trader Trader→ Target Adv Trader→ Acquirer Adv Target Adv→ Trader Acquirer Adv→ Trader

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 3: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Advisor on Stock Purchases: The sample is a panel at the bank (trader) - security -

date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains trading in securities 30

days before and after an M&A announcement of the given security. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days prior

to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensityabt−1y in the sense of advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated as

the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by advisor a in the year prior to the deal

announcement of security s. The dependent variable is Buybst, which equals 1 for a positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in

security s at date t, and 0 otherwise. Speci�cations vary by their focus on target stocks (T) [columns 1-6]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns

7-8], Intensityabt−1y (type of advisor and direction), and �xed e�ects. Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and

security level.

Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y 0.369*** 0.312*** 0.258** 0.172 0.289** 0.066 0.014 -0.021

(4.86) (3.70) (2.63) (1.09) (2.64) (0.64) (0.28) (-0.29)

Intensityabt−1y -0.094 -0.078 0.148 -0.001 0.016 0.045 -0.023 0.028

(-1.31) (-1.02) (1.30) (-0.01) (0.17) (0.59) (-0.59) (0.54)

Pre-Announcement30st -0.011

(-0.99)

N 21,658 13,737 6,615 6,615 6,615 6,615 50,994 50,994

R2
0.143 0.284 0.646 0.645 0.646 0.645 0.538 0.538

Trader FE X X - - - - - -

Security FE X - - - - - - -

Date FE X - - - - - - -

Security-Date FE - X X X X X X X
Trader-Date FE - - X X X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T T T T T T A A

Intensityabt−1y Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Acquirer Adv→ Trader Trader→ Target Adv Trader→ Acquirer Adv Target Adv→ Trader Acquirer Adv→ Trader

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 4: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target vs. Acquirer Advisor on Stock Trading: The sample is a panel at the bank

(trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains trading in

securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given security. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30

days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensityabt−1y in the sense of (target/acquirer) advisor a→ bank

(trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by (target/acquirer)

advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s. The dependent variable in columns 1-2 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|).
For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date

t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. In columns

3-4, the dependent variable is Buybst, which equals 1 for a positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0

otherwise. Speci�cations vary by their focus on target stocks (T) [columns 1 and 3]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns 2 and 4]. Standard

errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y (Target Adv→ Trader) 6.204*** 0.768 0.317** 0.045

(3.08) (0.83) (2.69) (0.87)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y (Acquirer Adv→ Trader) -1.658 -1.170 -0.065 -0.043

(-0.68) (-1.01) (-0.34) (-0.63)

Intensityabt−1y (Target Adv→ Trader) 1.405 -0.202 0.200 -0.027

(0.80) (-0.26) (1.69) (-0.63)

Intensityabt−1y (Acquirer Adv→ Trader) 1.066 0.668 0.140 0.038

(0.54) (0.63) (1.16) (0.60)

N 6,141 48,882 6,367 49,587

R2
0.633 0.531 0.649 0.535

Security-Date FE X X X X
Trader-Date FE X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T A T A

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 5: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target vs. Acquirer Advisor on Stock Trading—Interbank Networks: The sample is

a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It

contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given security. Pre-Announcement30st equals

1 for days within 30 days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensityab in the sense of bank (trader) b
→ (target/acquirer) advisor a is calculated as the number of joint/bilateral interbank transactions by a and b relative to the number

of interbank transactions by German bank (trader) b in 2016. The dependent variable in columns 1-2 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For

positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For

negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. In columns 3-4,

the dependent variable is Buybst, which equals 1 for a positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0

otherwise. Speci�cations vary by their focus on target stocks (T) [columns 1 and 3]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns 2 and 4]. Standard

errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityab (Trader→ Target Adv) 32.099*** -0.981 1.887*** 0.065

(3.93) (-0.32) (3.52) (0.33)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityab (Trader→ Acquirer Adv) -16.389 0.026 -1.424** -0.005

(-1.53) (0.01) (-2.26) (-0.03)

Intensityab (Trader→ Target Adv) -28.655*** -0.622 -1.472*** 0.024

(-4.39) (-0.33) (-4.01) (0.15)

Intensityab (Trader→ Acquirer Adv) 13.134* 1.551 1.163*** 0.061

(2.01) (0.67) (2.78) (0.53)

N 6,141 48,882 6,367 49,587

R2
0.632 0.531 0.647 0.538

Security-Date FE X X X X
Trader-Date FE X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T A T A

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 6: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target Advisor on Target Stock Trading—Robustness: The sample is a panel at

the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., target security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency.

The sample in columns 1-9 contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given target se-

curity. In columns 10-11, the sample takes trading in all securities into account by replacing missing intensities with 0 (balanced

sample). Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise.

Intensityabt−xy in the sense of advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative

to the number of syndicated loans by advisor a x years prior to the deal announcement of security s. The relevant period for the cal-

culation always refers to the year prior to the deal announcement. The dependent variable is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive

net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative

net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. Non-DEs equals 1 if the

company of security s is located outside Germany, and 0 otherwise (column 1). Largest−1y equals 1 if the market capitalization of

security s is in the top quartile of the respective distribution in the year prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise

(column 2). Industry sharebst−1y is the industry exposure based on security s’s two-digit industry code relative to the total securities

portfolio of bank (trader) b in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s (column 3). Industry-level �xed e�ects in columns

4 and 5 are also based on security s’s two-digit industry code. Speci�cations vary by �xed e�ects, interaction terms, and reference

period x of the intensity measure. Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−xy 5.535*** 5.157*** 5.625*** 14.829*** 31.175** 5.963*** 4.985*** 6.141*** 10.454*** 4.770*** 4.050***

(2.96) (2.80) (3.48) (2.85) (3.04) (2.93) (3.63) (4.08) (3.22) (3.21) (2.88)

Intensityabt−xy 2.608 2.730 1.775 -5.990* -25.947** 2.153 0.114 1.168 3.572 -2.780** -1.610

(1.19) (1.07) (1.02) (-2.02) (-2.67) (0.96) (0.07) (0.59) (0.16) (-2.33) (-1.34)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y ×Non-DEs -1.784

(-0.46)

Intensityabt−1y ×Non−DEs -2.052

(-0.61)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y × Larges 0.481

(0.23)

Intensityabt−1y × Larges -1.882

(-0.66)

Pre-Announcement30st × Industry sharebit−1y 0.887

(0.23)

Industry sharebit−1y 3.963**

(2.72)

N 6,141 6,141 6,141 5,749 432 6,141 6,141 6,141 6,141 7,064,681 7,035,796

R2
0.633 0.633 0.633 0.696 0.679 0.633 0.632 0.633 0.698 0.293 0.310

Trader-Date FE X X X X - X X X X X X
Trader-Industry-Pre-Announcement FE - - - X - - - - - - -

Trader-Industry-Date FE - - - - X - - - - - -

Security-Date FE X X X X X X X X X X X
Trader-Advisor FE - - - - - - - - X - -

Trader-Security FE - - - - - - - - - - X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Sample adjustment - - - - - - - - - Filled Filled

Intensityabt−xy Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader

Reference period x of Intensityabt−xy (lag in years) 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 to 3 (average) 1 1 1

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 7: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target Advisor on Target Stock Trading—Deal Heterogeneity: The sample is a panel

at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., target security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It

contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given target security. Pre-Announcement30st
equals 1 for days within 30 days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensityabt−1y in the sense of target

advisor a → bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated

loans by target advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s (Target Adv → Trader). The dependent variable

is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded

by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and

then multiplied by -1. Deal heterogeneity is characterized by the medium of exchange. In column 1, only pure cash bids are taken

into account, whereas column 2 considers only pure stock bids. The remaining columns include both pure cash and pure stock deals.

Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

Cash Stock

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|)) (1) (2) (3) (4)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y 6.426*** -2.569 6.455*** 5.210**

(3.63) (-0.65) (3.66) (2.11)

Intensityabt−1y -1.944 6.867 -1.924 -1.083

(-1.03) (1.38) (-1.07) (-0.33)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y × Stockst -8.529* -16.931**

(-1.85) (-2.19)

Intensityabt−1y × Stockst 2.062 0.109

(0.38) (0.01)

N 6,983 1,151 8,135 2,800

R2
0.257 0.379 0.270 0.652

Security-Date FE X X X X
Trader FE X X X -

Trader-Date FE - - - X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 8: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Advisor on Target Stock Trading—Timing: The sample is a panel at the bank (trader)

- security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., target security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains trading

in securities X days before and after an M&A announcement of the given target security. Pre-AnnouncementXst equals 1 for days

within X days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise, where X equals 15 days in columns 1 and 6, 30 days in

columns 2 and 7, 60 days in columns 3 and 8, and 100 days in columns 4 and 9. Time-period de�nitions used in columns 5 and 10 are

disjoint. Intensityabt−1y in the sense of target advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and

b relative to the number of syndicated loans by target advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s (Target Adv→
Trader). The dependent variable in columns 1-5 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the

natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm

is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. The dependent variable in columns 6-10 is Buybst, which equals 1 for

a positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0 otherwise. Standard errors are double-clustered at the

bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Pre-Announcement15st × Intensityabt−1y 11.891*** 0.572**

(2.95) (2.37)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y 5.386*** 0.252***

(3.26) (3.01)

Pre-Announcement60st × Intensityabt−1y 3.420*** 0.239***

(2.94) (3.37)

Pre-Announcement100st × Intensityabt−1y 2.587** 0.146**

(2.41) (2.19)

Pre-Announcement15st × Intensityabt−1y 5.643*** 0.281**

(3.14) (2.43)

Pre-Announcement30st(disjoint)× Intensityabt−1y 4.363* 0.355**

(1.75) (2.44)

Pre-Announcement60st(disjoint)× Intensityabt−1y 1.766 0.100

(1.04) (1.09)

Pre-Announcement100st(disjoint)× Intensityabt−1y 1.060 0.032

(0.62) (0.34)

Intensityabt−1y -3.545 1.785 1.067 -1.131 -1.159 -0.246 0.239** 0.063 -0.054 -0.057

(-1.03) (1.03) (0.82) (-0.93) (-0.95) (-0.94) (2.35) (0.78) (-0.78) (-0.83)

N 2,300 6,141 13,784 22,018 22,018 2,380 6,367 14,178 22,535 22,535

R2
0.699 0.633 0.597 0.575 0.575 0.700 0.648 0.604 0.581 0.581

Trader-Date FE X X X X X X X X X X
Security-Date FE X X X X X X X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 9: Trading by Advisors: The sample is a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s
traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of

the given security (columns 1-4). In addition, the sample in columns 5-8 excludes trades by non-advisors that are connected to any

non-zero extent to either one of the advisors (i.e., any Intensityabt−1y > 0). Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days

prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Advisorbst equals 1 if trader b is the target (acquirer) advisor of a deal

involving security s in columns 1, 3, 5, and 7 (2, 4, 6, and 8), and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|).
For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t.
For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. Speci�cations

vary by their focus on target stocks (T) [columns 1-2 and 5-6]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns 3-4 and 7-8], and the underlying sample

restriction. Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Pre-Announcement30st × Advisorbst -3.344*** 2.387 -1.598 -1.297 -3.492 -5.854 -1.704 -1.338

(-4.51) (1.23) (-0.47) (-0.85) (-1.21) (-0.82) (-0.44) (-0.85)

Advisorbst 0.936* -0.793 1.658 -1.150 4.072*** 9.227*** 0.906 -1.617*

(1.81) (-1.15) (1.37) (-1.30) (3.08) (2.87) (0.61) (-1.83)

N 6,496 6,496 49,675 49,675 3,479 3,479 39,553 39,553

R2
0.625 0.625 0.527 0.527 0.633 0.633 0.549 0.550

Trader-Date FE X X X X X X X X
Security-Date FE X X X X X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Excl. non-advisors with Intensityabt−1y > 0 - - - - X X X X
Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T T A A T T A A

Advisorbst Target Adv. Acquirer Adv. Target Adv. Acquirer Adv. Target Adv. Acquirer Adv. Target Adv. Acquirer Adv.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 10: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Banks Connected to Target vs. Acquirer Advisor on Stock Trading: The sample is

a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It

contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given security. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1

for days within 30 days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensitycbt−1y in the sense of a (target/acquirer)

advisor-connected bank c→ bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by c and b relative to the number of

syndicated loans by (target/acquirer) advisor-connected bank c (de�ned as the bank c with the maximum value of Intensitycbt−1y in

case of multiple banks with non-zero connectedness to the respective advisor a) in the year prior to the deal announcement of security

s. The dependent variable in columns 1-2 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural

logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is

calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. In columns 3-4, the dependent variable is Buybst, which equals 1 for a

positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0 otherwise. Banks (trader) having a direct connection to

a (target/acquirer) advisor in the year prior to deal announcement of security s are excluded. Speci�cations vary by their focus on

target stocks (T) [columns 1 and 3]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns 2 and 4]. Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader)

and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensitycbt−1y (Target Adv Connected Bank→ Trader) 83.600* -1.470 5.716** -0.190

(2.00) (-0.46) (2.28) (-0.88)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensitycbt−1y (Acquirer Adv Connected Bank→ Trader) -33.287 8.524 -3.504 0.871

(-0.93) (0.39) (-1.59) (0.54)

Intensitycbt−1y (Target Adv Connected Bank→ Trader) 7.467 2.787** 0.471 0.225**

(0.60) (2.10) (0.64) (2.12)

Intensitycbt−1y (Acquirer Adv Connected Bank→ Trader) 38.865 -15.090 3.965 -1.667

(0.92) (-1.34) (1.56) (-1.54)

N 1,159 19,720 1,301 21,405

R2
0.708 0.630 0.728 0.632

Security-Date FE X X X X
Trader-Date FE X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T A T A

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 11: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target Advisor on Target Stock Prices Paid:
The sample is a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., target

security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains purchases of securities

30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given target security. Intensityabt−1y in

the sense of advisor a → bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans

by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by advisor a in the year prior to the deal

announcement of security s (Target Adv→ Trader). The dependent variable, Price (vol.wgt.)bst,
is the volume-weighted price paid by trader b for a given security s at date t. All regressions

control for the natural logarithm of the nominal amount purchased and the number of trades.

Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

Price (vol.wgt.)bst (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Intensityabt−1y -4.001** -6.718** -1.290* -1.400* 0.545

(-2.17) (-2.06) (-1.78) (-1.85) (0.90)

N 15,865 15,865 15,865 15,853 9,322

R2
0.914 0.917 0.918 0.942 0.938

Security FE X X X X -

Trader FE - X X - -

Year FE - - X - -

Trader-Year FE - - - X X
Security-Date FE - - - - X
Controls ln(nominal) and number of trades

SE Cluster Trader, Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 12: E�ect of Informed Trading on Premia Paid: The level of observation is

the deal level d. The sample contains e�ective M&A deals between 2010 and 2016. The

dependent variable, Premiumd, is the premium paid for the acquisition of target s at

date t and de�ned as (Price Paidst − Pricest−60)/Pricest−60, where Pricest−60 denotes

the stock price of target s 60 days prior to the M&A announcement. We use con-

nected trading 60 days before the deal is announced to construct the explanatory variable,

Informed Trading Exposured, which is an intensity-weighted exposure measure to informed

trading (scaled by the market capitalization of stock s divided by 1,000, and winsorized at -1 and 1):∑
s

∑
t∈T (60) (Intensityabt−1y × Tradingbst)/

(∑
t∈T (60)|Tradingst|

)
, where Intensityabt−1y in

the sense of target advisor a → bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated

loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by target advisor a in the year prior

to the deal announcement of security s (Target Adv→ Trader), Tradingbst captures all of trading

bank b’s net purchases of target stock s at date t, and |Tradingst| denotes total absolute transac-

tions (both purchases and sales) by any bank of target stock s at date t. All regressions control for

whether there exist multiple bids for the respective target of deal d within one year and the mar-

ket capitalization of target stock s in the year prior to announcement of deal d. Fixed e�ects are

based on a combination of the year of deal d, the target’s country of incorporation, SIC industry

division, and advisor. Standard errors are clustered at the security level.

Premiumd (1) (2) (3) (4)

Informed Trading Exposured 0.266*** 0.305*** 0.401*** 0.352***

(3.96) (3.20) (5.36) (3.31)

N 411 326 257 208

R2
0.233 0.385 0.500 0.596

Industry(T)-Country(T) FE X X X -

Year FE X X - -

Advisor(T) FE - X - -

Advisor(T)-Year FE - - X X
Industry(T)-Country(T)-Year FE - - - X
Controls Competing o�ers and market cap of T

Deals E�ective

SE Cluster Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 13: E�ect of Informed Trading onRunups and theMarkup PricingHypothesis: The

level of observation is the deal level d. The sample contains e�ective M&A deals between 2010 and

2016. The dependent variable in columns 1-4, Runupd, is the runup for the acquisition of target s
at date t and de�ned as (Pricest−1−Pricest−60)/Pricest−60, where Pricest−60 denotes the stock

price of target s 60 days prior to the M&A announcement. The dependent variable in columns 5-8,

Markupd, is the markup for the acquisition of target s at date t and de�ned as (Price Paidst −
Pricest−1)/Pricest−1, where Pricest−1 denotes the stock price of target s 1 day prior to the M&A

announcement. We use connected trading 60 days before the deal is announced to construct the

explanatory variable, Informed Trading Exposured, which is an intensity-weighted exposure

measure to informed trading (scaled by the market capitalization of stock s divided by 1,000, and

winsorized at -1 and 1):

∑
s

∑
t∈T (60) (Intensityabt−1y × Tradingbst)/

(∑
t∈T (60)|Tradingst|

)
,

where Intensityabt−1y in the sense of target advisor a → bank (trader) b is calculated as the

number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by tar-

get advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s (Target Adv → Trader),

Tradingbst captures all of trading bank b’s net purchases of target stock s at date t, and |Tradingst|
denotes total absolute transactions (both purchases and sales) by any bank of target stock s at

date t. All regressions control for whether there exist multiple bids for the respective target of

deal d within one year and the market capitalization of target stock s in the year prior to an-

nouncement of deal d. Fixed e�ects are based on a combination of the year of deal d, the target’s

country of incorporation, SIC industry division, and advisor. Standard errors are clustered at the

security level.

Runupd Markupd

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Informed Trading Exposured 0.208** 0.306** 0.327*** 0.200**

(2.28) (2.58) (3.03) (1.99)

Runupd -0.506*** -0.565*** -0.349*** -0.407***

(-3.21) (-3.79) (-5.42) (-4.32)

N 411 326 257 208 411 326 257 208

R2
0.065 0.187 0.447 0.562 0.309 0.464 0.568 0.618

Industry(T)-Country(T) FE X X X - X X X -

Year FE X X - - X X - -

Advisor(T) FE - X - - - X - -

Advisor(T)-Year FE - - X X - - X X
Industry(T)-Country(T)-Year FE - - - X - - - X
Controls Competing o�ers and market cap of T

Deals E�ective

SE Cluster Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table 14: E�ect of Informed Trading on Deal Success: The level of observation is the deal

level d. The sample contains e�ective and withdrawn M&A deals between 2010 and 2016. The de-

pendent variable, Effectived, is a dummy variable that equals 1 in case of a successful takeover,

and 0 otherwise. We use connected trading 60 days before the deal is announced to construct the

explanatory variable, Informed Trading Exposured, which is an intensity-weighted exposure

measure to informed trading (scaled by the market capitalization of stock s divided by 1,000, and

winsorized at -1 and 1):

∑
s

∑
t∈T (60) (Intensityabt−1y × Tradingbst)/

(∑
t∈T (60)|Tradingst|

)
,

where Intensityabt−1y in the sense of target advisor a → bank (trader) b is calculated as the

number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by target

advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s (Target Adv→ Trader), Trad-
ingbst captures all of trading bank b’s purchases of target stock s at date t, and |Tradingst| denotes

total absolute transactions (both purchases and sales) by any bank of target stock s at date t. All

regressions control for whether there exist multiple bids for the respective target of deal dwithin

one year and the market capitalization of target stock s in the year prior to announcement of

deal d. Fixed e�ects are based on a combination of the year of deal d, the target’s country of

incorporation, SIC industry division, and advisor. Standard errors are clustered at the security

level.

Effectived (1) (2) (3) (4)

Informed Trading Exposured -0.027 -0.035 -0.013 -0.046

(-0.38) (-0.61) (-0.32) (-1.09)

N 501 371 290 228

R2
0.367 0.804 0.782 0.821

Industry(T)-Country(T) FE X X X -

Year FE X X - -

Advisor(T) FE - X - -

Advisor(T)-Year FE - - X X
Industry(T)-Country(T)-Year FE - - - X
Controls Competing o�ers and market cap of T

Deals E�ective and withdrawn

SE Cluster Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table A1: E�ect of BankConnectedness to Target vs. AcquirerAdvisor on StockTrading—InterbankNetworks andDiscrete
Intensity: The sample is a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank

b at date t with daily frequency. It contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given

security. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise.

Relationshipab equals 1 if Intensityab > 0, where Intensityab in the sense of bank (trader) b→ (target/acquirer) advisor a is calculated

as the number of joint/bilateral interbank transactions by a and b relative to the number of interbank transactions by German bank

(trader) b in 2016, and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable in columns 1-2 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal

amounts, it is calculated as the natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal

amounts, the natural logarithm is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. In columns 3-4, the dependent variable

is Buybst, which equals 1 for a positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0 otherwise. Speci�cations

vary by their focus on target stocks (T) [columns 1 and 3]/acquirer stocks (A) [columns 2 and 4]. Standard errors are double-clustered

at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Pre-Announcement30st ×Relationshipab (Trader→ Target Adv) 2.000** -0.272 0.161*** -0.011

(2.50) (-0.82) (3.84) (-0.55)

Pre-Announcement30st ×Relationshipab (Trader→ Acquirer Adv) -0.699 0.226 -0.075** 0.011

(-1.26) (0.68) (-2.05) (0.63)

Relationshipab (Trader→ Target Adv) -1.592** 0.208 -0.098** 0.017

(-2.58) (0.92) (-2.66) (1.18)

Relationshipab (Trader→ Acquirer Adv) 0.960** -0.238 0.101*** -0.018

(2.19) (-0.95) (3.77) (-1.15)

N 6,141 48,882 6,367 49,587

R2
0.632 0.531 0.647 0.538

Security-Date FE X X X X
Trader-Date FE X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Target (T)/Acquirer (A) stock T A T A

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)



Table A2: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target Advisor on Target Stock Trading—Robustness Intensity: The sample

is a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., target security s traded by bank b at date t with

daily frequency. The sample contains trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given target se-

curity. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise.

Intensityabt−1y in the sense of advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to

the number of syndicated loans by advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s. Across columns, the de�nition

of Intensityabt−1y varies as follows. Intensity overall is the maximum intensity between trader and advisor, irrespective of direction

and type of advisor. Intensity target (acquirer) is the maximum of target (acquirer) advisor→ trader and trader→ target (acquirer)

advisor. Intensity advisor is the maximum of target advisor→ trader and acquirer advisor→ trader. Intensity trader is the maximum

of trader→ target advisor and trader→ acquirer advisor. The relevant period for the calculation always refers to the year prior to

the deal announcement. The dependent variable is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the

natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm

is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. Speci�cations vary by Intensityabt−1y and �xed e�ects. Standard errors

are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y 3.111** 4.645*** 1.190 4.521** 3.759**

(2.21) (3.17) (0.85) (2.42) (2.20)

Intensityabt−1y 0.895 1.688 0.236 1.547 -0.758

(0.61) (1.09) (0.19) (0.89) (-0.60)

N 6,141 6,141 6,141 6,141 6,141

R2
0.632 0.633 0.631 0.632 0.632

Trader-Date FE X X X X X
Security-Date FE X X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Intensityabt−1y Overall Target Acquirer Advisor Trader

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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Table A3: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Target Advisor on Target Stock Trading—Timing and Discrete Intensity: The

sample is a panel at the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., target security s traded by bank b at date t
with daily frequency. It contains trading in securities X days before and after an M&A announcement of the given target security.

Pre-AnnouncementXst equals 1 for days within X days prior to an M&A announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise, where X
equals 15 days in columns 1 and 6, 30 days in columns 2 and 7, 60 days in columns 3 and 8, and 100 days in columns 4 and 9. Time-

period de�nitions used in columns 5 and 10 are disjoint. Relationshipabt−1y equals 1 if Intensityabt−1y > 0, where Intensityabt−1y in

the sense of target advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of

syndicated loans by target advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of security s (Target Adv→ Trader), and 0 otherwise.

The dependent variable in columns 1-5 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the natural

logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm is

calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. The dependent variable in columns 6-10 is Buybst, which equals 1 for a

positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0 otherwise. Standard errors are double-clustered at the bank

(trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Pre-Announcement15st ×Relationshipabt−1y 2.433** 0.150**

(2.36) (2.59)

Pre-Announcement30st ×Relationshipabt−1y 0.799 0.040

(1.53) (1.26)

Pre-Announcement60st ×Relationshipabt−1y 0.335 0.041**

(1.09) (2.16)

Pre-Announcement100st ×Relationshipabt−1y 0.160 0.014

(0.49) (0.74)

Pre-Announcement15st ×Relationshipabt−1y 0.757* 0.041

(1.86) (1.42)

Pre-Announcement30st(disjoint)×Relationshipabt−1y 0.145 0.013

(0.35) (0.41)

Pre-Announcement60st(disjoint)×Relationshipabt−1y 0.080 0.026

(0.14) (0.87)

Pre-Announcement100st(disjoint)×Relationshipabt−1y 0.006 -0.005

(0.01) (-0.18)

Relationshipabt−1y -0.265 0.827* 0.621** 0.430 0.426 -0.035 0.052* 0.027 0.018 0.018

(-0.31) (1.73) (2.28) (1.45) (1.44) (-0.77) (1.91) (1.68) (1.09) (1.07)

N 2,300 6,141 15,161 28,289 28,289 2,380 6,367 15,571 28,943 28,943

R2
0.699 0.632 0.590 0.553 0.553 0.700 0.648 0.596 0.562 0.562

Trader-Date FE X X X X X X X X X X
Security-Date FE X X X X X X X X X X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)



Table A4: E�ect of Bank Connectedness to Advisor on Target Stock Trading—Robustness Sample: The sample is a panel at

the bank (trader) - security - date level bst from 2010 to 2016, i.e., security s traded by bank b at date t with daily frequency. It contains

trading in securities 30 days before and after an M&A announcement of the given security conditional on the available of information

on the price paid per security s for a give deal at date t. Pre-Announcement30st equals 1 for days within 30 days prior to an M&A

announcement of security s, and 0 otherwise. Intensityabt−1y in the sense of advisor a→ bank (trader) b is calculated as the number of

joint syndicated loans by a and b relative to the number of syndicated loans by advisor a in the year prior to the deal announcement of

security s. The dependent variable in column 1-3 is sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|). For positive net nominal amounts, it is calculated as the

natural logarithm of the net nominal traded by bank b in security s at date t. For negative net nominal amounts, the natural logarithm

is calculated for the absolute value and then multiplied by -1. The dependent variable in column 4-6 is Buybst, which equals 1 for a

positive net nominal amount traded by bank b in security s at date t, and 0 otherwise. Speci�cations vary by �xed e�ects. Standard

errors are double-clustered at the bank (trader) and security level.

sgn(ln(|Net nominalbst|) Buybst (1 if net nominal > 0, else 0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6)

Pre-Announcement30st × Intensityabt−1y 6.649*** 6.597*** 5.905*** 0.407*** 0.383*** 0.314**

(4.03) (3.81) (3.47) (4.56) (3.94) (2.61)

Intensityabt−1y -0.304 -0.744 3.688 -0.019 -0.024 0.170

(-0.20) (-0.47) (1.47) (-0.23) (-0.28) (0.82)

Pre-Announcement30st 0.717* 0.040***

(1.79) (2.98)

N 13,520 7,801 2,678 14,017 8,145 2,985

R2
0.183 0.286 0.695 0.189 0.308 0.700

Trader FE X X - X X -

Security FE X - - X - -

Date FE X - - X - -

Security-Date FE - X X - X X
Trader-Date FE - - X - - X
SE Cluster Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security Trader, Security

Intensityabt−1y Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader Target Adv→ Trader

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(t-statistics in parentheses)
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